Announcing

Scotts®

Professional Spreader

- designed & engineered to meet the needs of the Professional user

- really rugged — built to last in toughest use

- FAST! 2 acres/hour — 8 ft swath at every pass

Has all six features the Professional user wants!

1. Rustproof hopper — fiberglass

2. Rustproof hopper gates — stainless steel

3. Rustproof gears — diecast zinc alloy

4. Non-stick bearings — nylon and bronze

5. Oversize wheels and tires

6. Swath control — to avoid spreading on walks and flower beds. And ONLY Scotts has this life-saver!

Immediate delivery. Write Scotts Professional Turf Counselor Service, Marysville, Ohio

For more information circle number 238 on card
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ment of Highways and Penn State. Tests on highway slopes were planted by Department of Highways.

1951—first ton of seed in the world produced at Grasslyn. Processing machinery to prepare seed for market installed at Grasslyn.

1954—name “Penngift” given by committee on nomenclature from Pennsylvania State University. Bulletin 576 (out of print) published by Penn State; Musser, Stanford, Hottenstein.

1961—First Blue Tag Certified seed in the world produced at Grasslyn. 1961 was the World Seed Year.


1964—first Crownvetch Symposium held at Penn State.

Much could be written between the lines because there were no guidelines to follow. No one had had any experience. Responsibility for development clearly would seem to rest with those who accepted the risks of buying land, planting for seed production, then learning from scratch the mysteries of harvesting, cleaning and processing, and then developing a market where none had existed. Significantly, the project received discouragement from the start because crownvetch was little known and it was considered to be unfit for animal feed, therefore, it was called “useless.”


Historical reading always has been fascinating to me. During the preparation of this material it was necessary to dip into the past to ascertain dates of certain events. The GOLFDOM TURF ROUNDUP reprints from 1950-51-52 in my files proved to be highly informa-
this
is the ball
that sells
and sells and sells.

You'll make more money selling MacGregor's DX Tourney golf balls. They're on a hot streak. Sales have been going up every year for four years running, and this year looks just great.

No other golf ball gives the proved distance and durability and keeps that just-bought look like DX Tourneys. They come in two compressions, so you can sell one that's perfectly matched to your customer's power.

Golfers know a good thing when they see it. So sell it. MacGregor's DX Tourney... the hottest item in years.
DOLGE PRODUCTS for MAINTENANCE

FREE TURF OF DANDELIONS, PLANTAIN E.W.T. (2, 4-D) WEED KILLER
Selective. Rids turf of dandelions, plantain, other broad leafed weeds without injuring good grass. Non-poisonous. Dilute up to 400 parts of water; spray.

RID TURF OF DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS SOLEXTO
Kills bugs in and on turf. Dilute in up to 400 parts of water.

EXTERMINATE MOLES AND GOPHERS NOMOLE
Finishes moles; punch holes in runs and pour in. Kills gophers, too.

Eradicate Weeds on Parking Lots, Roads SS WEED KILLER
Can kill any weed it hits. Use on parking lots, drives, walks, sand traps, and other places where you want no growth whatsoever.

Wash Golf Balls, Quickly, Thoroughly DOLCO PINE BALL WASH
Right for rotary or paddle machines; has pine aroma; efficient and agreeable.

For literature on above products write to The C. B. Dolge Company, Westport, Connecticut

---
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tive as were the TURF RESEARCH REVIEWS published at the same time by USGA Green Section. Constantly I was reminded of the story that we’ve heard Dr. Glenn Burton relate about his father who told Glenn, “Son, before you start for any place make sure you know where you are.” Significantly, it was just 20 years ago that Dr. Aamodt, USDA, and I traveled to Tifton, Georgia and, together, scraped up enough money to start Glenn on his richly-rewarding work in turfgrass.

Each time that some historical event is called to mind I am forced to stop and ponder, “How many readers will be interested in this subject and who cares about the past anyhow?” To what extent do superintendents file their popular and technical literature and how often do they refer to them?

This is an open invitation to GOLF-DOM readers to submit questions on historical and other subjects for which they would like information.

---

IN-DE-STRUC-TI-BLE

RANGE BALL
Amazing breakthrough in research allows MCDONALD & SON to bring you the NEW Miracle

IN-DE-STRUC-TI-BLE range ball
Never has there been a range ball with all of the rigid requirements of this range ball. MCDONALD & SON takes pride in bringing this range ball to you.

NO COVER TO CUT SOLID COLOR
HIGH COMPRESSION
RESISTS HEAT DAMAGE

M-20 SOLID DYED BALL—This is solid color clear through the ball: Yellow only with choice of red, green, blue or black stripe color. No name imprinted on ball .... $3.25 per doz. We will allow you $.24 a dozen for cuts, on a dozen for dozen basis, against the purchase of this new ball.

MCDONALD & SON
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
Phone AREA 312-879-3930

For more information circle number 248 on card
ORANGEBURG'S pipe package meets all your irrigation needs

Complete line includes FLINTITE® asbestos-cement pipe for the larger mains, PVC plastic pipe for intermediate mains or complete systems, SP® flexible polyethylene pipe for tees and greens, and ORANGEBURG® bituminous fiber pipe for underdrains. Performance proved in the most demanding service. And they are economical—save big money on your total irrigation pipe installation costs. For details, write Orangeburg Manufacturing Co., Div. of The Flintkote Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020. Dept G-3

ORANGEBURG MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Division of The Flintkote Company
player who enjoys his golf and appreciates a fine course with all the trimmings. They believe rules are made to be followed because they preserve the most desirable golfing atmosphere for everybody.

“We have a consistent management policy, no committees or meetings where important matters can become mired down,” Haber says, “and we have a minimum of pressure to buy products or furnishings that our members represent.” It adds up to objective direction of the club's affairs, and while it makes no pretense of being democratic, its claim for efficiency is difficult to challenge.

Besides the straight-from-the-shoulder approach to management, Haber says the other major reason for CV's success and appeal has been consolidation of the real estate activities and the golf club in one operation. He feels that it is a mistake to establish separate corporate entities for each.

It may be an exaggeration, but what the non-proprietary operation avoids is the inefficiency that results when one club president decides to fill in the swimming pool, and a subsequent administration orders it dug out again and the water replaced. The manager doesn't need to be edgy because of his choice of drapes for the women's lounge after careful comparison of available materials, even if the club president's wife prefers something else.

Just because these decisions are made by a handful of people at Carmel Valley doesn't mean that they are arbitrary or made without careful consideration. Color harmony for instance on everything from golf carts to carpets and tablecloths to tee markers is one of the responsibilities of Terry Jones. She is a former art teacher at a school in Carmel Valley who occupies one of the comfortable offices in the handsome clubhouse, and among her other duties maintains a constant vigil on everything painted, printed or purchased that has visual significance.

Most of the administrative staff members are experienced golfers. Haber is a former San Francisco city champ who has competed in the British and French amateurs.

“We're extremely fussy about raking our traps,” he says, “replacing divots and repairing ball marks on the greens.” Repeated refusal to cooperate is enough for management to terminate a membership, but not without reasonable warnings and special requests for compliance.

Of course, Carmel Valley is worth being fussy about. Course architect Robert Muir Graves of San Francisco brought the natural beauty of the breathtaking landscape into play masterfully, and as if its ruggedness were not enough, incorporated 10 lakes that place further premium on well-placed, firm golf shots.

Challenge is a part of every hole, and so is beauty, imagination and careful planning. Haber, with a 3 handicap, has managed to equal par only twice in a year of playing.

The course was seeded long before the lakes were filled, and grass was planted well below the water line. When they were filled for the first time the plastic-lined lakes gave the impression of having been there indefinitely, “instead of looking like the 'bird bath' you find at some courses,” Haber says.

Assuring the kind of upkeep that Haber envisioned for Carmel Valley was not too difficult. “Fortunately, we were able to hire the superintendent of the best kept course in the area,” Haber says. That was Corral de Tierra, only a few miles away, and the superintendent is Roy King. Haber's direct approach to management is shared by everybody concerned with the management of Carmel Valley. Manager John Paul Jones, in the same position for many years at the California G & CC in South San Francisco, was hand picked for his experience and objective attitude toward club management.

Also from the California G & CC came Art Bell as head professional. His assistant, Ray Ricketts, is from Del Paso G & CC near Sacramento, Calif. They find that ownership of the shop by the corporation gives them more time for fraternizing and playing golf with the members, and maintaining a shipshape shop.

Continued on page 98
BAILEY GOLF BALL PICKER

quickest way to gather golf balls

Get the job done fast, thoroughly and economically with the dependable Bailey Golf Ball Picker. It's rugged! It's powerful! It's easy on balls and turf! Whatever the ground condition there is a model to sweep it clean. Roller Model for grassy, level terrain. Wheel Model for rugged, uneven surfaces.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
- Interchangeable 44" units
- Two baskets in each unit hold 600 balls
- Easy to assemble in two or more units
- Additional units can be added as needed
- Senior Picker in regulation size of 3 units covers 11 feet
- Junior Picker of 2 units covers 7' 4" Complete with pulling hitch.
- For best results we recommend A-frame.

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Complete line of supplies for Golf Ranges, Par-3 Courses and Miniature Courses.

MAIL THIS COUPON

I'm interested in the following model:
☐ Roller Model ☐ Wheel Model
☐ Also send free catalog

Name ___________________________
Club ___________________________
Address _________________________
City __________ State _______ Zip # _____
McLAUGHLIN

Range, Miniature,
Pro Shop Golf Balls

Made of finest materials, care-
fully supervised. Covers contain
the new DUPONT NEOPRENE
HC for maximum durability. Fin-
est URETHANE enamel used.

*****

WANT TO SAVE ON
RANGE BALLS?

Have your culls rebuilt the Mc- 
LAUGHLIN way. Exclusive pro-
cess gives them same durability
as new range balls. Covers and
paint the same as our new
range balls.

*****

Range and miniature supplies
and equipment. Send for cata-
log. Used balls bought, sold
and exchanged.

Free samples of balls
on request.

*****

YOU CAN PAY MORE —
BUT YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER!

HUGH J. McLAUGHLIN & SON, Inc.
614 N. Indiana Avenue, Crown Point, Indiana

FIRM MANAGEMENT
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in keeping with the atmosphere that prev-
vails elsewhere at Carmel Valley.

You might say that Carmel Valley is a
tight ship. And if you do you will
be talking the language of James May,
a retired navy commander, who has
been with Haber since the early stages
of design as vice president of the cor-
poration. As a former line officer via the
Naval Academy he knows how to get
things done.

Another key employee who has his
"sea legs" is maitre d' Oskar Korn, for-
merly with North German Lloyds Steam-
ship Co.

Mention of the personalities that have
contributed to the elegance and warmth
of Carmel Valley is incomplete without
including the design specialists. Besides
Graves' contribution to the course itself,
architects and site planners Hall and
Goodhue of Monterey designed the
spacious combined clubhouse, offices,
dining room, bar, pro-shop and electric
cart and club storage.

The real estate side of the corpora-
Continued on page 100

MORE SERVICE & PROFIT
IN THE Locker Room

with

Complete Shoe Cleaning/Shine Bar*

* Anyone can operate
* Handles shoes, bags, all leather
  items . . . and all colors
* 5 times faster service than hand
  work

Write for full information direct to:
ADVANCE TOOL CO.
P.O. Box 25394, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
Ready to go when you are

Hudson Peerless* power sprayers are “at ready” all the time — on the course, or in storage.

Two features almost eliminate down-time caused by stoppages from clogged nozzles, inoperative or sluggish pump:

1. Nickel stainless steel-clad tank — won’t rust, corrode or scale. Flushes out clean, too.

It’s a husky worker. Sprays up to 30 feet of fairway at a pass. Reaches high into dense trees. Just right for feeding or “blowing” greens for grubs.

You can get a complete line of accessories — booms up to 30 feet, any length hoses for gun attachments, tandem wheels with soft tires so easy on turf. Models up to 300 gallons capacity.

Write us for full details.

H. D. Hudson Manufacturing Company
589 E. Illinois Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60611

For more information circle number 203 on card
NEW—ORIGINAL GOLF TROPHIES
XPW-4-6 Hole-in-One Sunray Ball Holder & Engraving Plate. Genuine Walnut Base. Height 4½" $5.95 (Ball not included.)
Write for FREE 32-page Catalog.
Big Pro Discount
RD-150/56 For That Special Ball. Genuine Walnut Base. Sunray Figures & Engraving Plate. Height 7½" $18.50 (Ball not included.)
Other Trophies from $1.80 and Up.
THE TROPHY & MEDAL SHOP
4560 N. Western Avenue Chicago, Ill. 60625
For more information circle number 235 on card

FIRM MANAGEMENT
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Information is an important income producer, but it is handled with the same quiet good taste and distinction that characterizes the golfing atmosphere.

Lots sell from $12,500 to $26,500. In that price range the drum beating tactics of the average land hawks drive away more potential buyers than they attract. The sales are directed with suave sophistication by May, assisted by Margaret Pecknold who is also in charge of the membership department.

Sales promotion doesn’t exist—not so you can notice it at any rate. Lot sales occur mostly as a result of the golf interest, and Haber wants to keep it that way. Nobody is actually a salesman for the real estate, and those who do handle sales receive no commission since it is considered part of their duties.

In the simplest mathematical terms, Haber envisions the sale of about 210 pieces of property at an average of about $18,000 each for a total net return of about $3 million. Roughly, the cost of construction of the golf course, clubhouse

Continued on page 102

Introducing AMERICA'S GREAT NEW FAMILY OF PREMIER GOLF SOCKS

found only in pro shops
A completely merchandised line of golf socks...

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED BY
GreenVee
Associates, Inc.
309 5th Ave., New York, N.Y.

For more information circle number 212 on card